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Contacts:
Chris Marvell is the Newsletter editor. Please let him have your contributions for future Newsletters, comments, suggestions, letters
for publication, criticisms etc. If you want, Gina Kelland is still happy to receive material for the Newsletter: she will be assisting
Chris with her advice and proofreading. If you are sending published articles please either get Copyright clearance yourself or
enclose the details of the publisher so Chris can ask for permission. You can contact Chris by email to editor@belleek.org.uk
Chris and Bev Marvell publish and distribute the Newsletter. Chris has set up a database which forms the Group’s “digital” archive,
keeping a record of relevant publications and photographs (including photos etc. gathered at meetings and not published in the
Newsletter). Some or all of this information will be available on the Internet as our website develops - working with Simon
Whitlock, we intend to publish all the back issues of the Newsletter and all of the research done by our Group members on our
website. If you have questions about the publication and distribution of the Newsletter, contact Chris or Bev by email at
publisher@belleek.org.uk.
The Group’s Chairman is Joanna Urbanek, email chairman@belleek.org.uk
Our Treasurer is Paul Ewings, contact him by email at treasurer@belleek.org.uk
The Group's Administrator is Bev Marvell, email to administrator@belleek.org.uk
Our website is administered by Simon Whitlock and can be found at http://www.belleek.org.uk/. To contact Simon, the
Webmaster, send email to webmaster@belleek.org.uk.
There is a separate email address to make contact with researchers within the group. This is research@belleek.org.uk. For
information on the annual raffle or to buy tickets, email raffle@belleek.org.uk.
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Forthcoming Events
Summer 2015:

25th and 26th July AGM, Coventry, hosted by Eileen and Bernard Burgham

Eugene Sheerin Centenary Celebration:
Autumn 2015:

9th August, Kilskeery, Co. Tyrone (see Group News)

10th and 11th October, Whitchurch, Hampshire.

Newsletter Deadlines
Christmas 2015:

Deadline for articles and other material is 1st November 2015.

Cover Picture…
Erin, otherwise known as "Hibernia awakening from her slumbers" but not as we usually know her... she is delicately painted
in the "Raphaelesque" colour palette. Decorated in this way, she is extremely rare, in fact this appears to be the first example
that has been discovered - get in touch if you also have one or know of one. This example is first period and definitely not to
be confused with the much more recently produced painted figures. See the article by Del Domke in this Newsletter for more
details.
This publication is made on behalf of the UK Belleek Collectors’ Group. It is dedicated to improving our knowledge and appreciation of Belleek, the Ware and the
Pottery. It is not for profit and intended for the members of the Group and those with like interests. We try to acknowledge and obtain permission for any material or
images used. If however you feel that material has been used which breaches your copyright and this causes you a problem, please get in touch with the editor at
editor@belleek.org.uk and the item will be removed.
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From the Editor…
In stark contrast to some pretty dire recent World news, on the subject of Belleek Pottery and on potteries in general,
we seem to have a lot to celebrate at the moment - it's all good news! Belleek Pottery has just celebrated 158 years since its
foundation and the "Gathering" was held successfully last month at the Pottery - I'm not quite sure that this celebrated anything
in particular but it was the first good excuse to get together since our Cornwall mini-convention in Autumn last year - and that's
fine by me. Maybe the best pottery-related news is however nothing to do with Belleek: the paper archives of the Minton
Pottery have finally been saved for the Nation after years of wrangling and uncertainty (see the cuttings in this Newsletter).
The recent troubles of the Minton museum and archives, the Spode/Copeland museum and particularly the Wedgwood Museum
have attracted National concern and led to amazingly generous donations from the public which in the case of the Wedgwood
Museum and now the Minton Archives, has led to them being saved from being broken up and sold. So on the subject of
museums as well, we can now all celebrate... or can we?
The question today really is: "What are Museums for?" A simple enough question but one that lacks a simple answer. We visit
museums to see the exhibits - surely museums are there to show off interesting things. These exhibits obviously have to be
kept safe and displayed properly - this costs money for the exhibits themselves, the buildings and the staff. If we do research,
we can use the museums as a resource to find things out - they are therefore vital to allow study and to preserve the knowledge
which has been gained associated with them. These statements completely describe the Victorian view of museums - in a
nutshell: to collect, preserve and display the exhibits and to allow study, education and research.
The situation today is not quite so straightforward - let me give a few examples: a few years ago, we worked with the
commercial department of the London South Kensington Science Museum, looking at ways that more money could be made
from the many visitors - in effect the commercial exploitation of the exhibits. This in itself - the idea of making money out of a
museum - would have been very foreign to the original Victorian founders but is of course vital in today's world. The senior
manager we discussed this with had a surprising and altogether different view of the museum's rôle: "This museum is not really
a museum at all: it is a crèche - mothers bring their children here when they go shopping - it's very convenient for the stores and
restaurants in Kensington, so we end up having to look after hordes of children every day." He said this (I think) with his
tongue in his cheek but walking round the museum you could clearly see his point demonstrated. The mums and their children
were also however viewed as a "demographic group suitable for the museum to extract income from" - to put it crudely, anyone
who shopped at nearby Harrods would probably have spare cash and the children could persuade their mums to spend it!
When the UK Belleek Collectors' Group met in London in 2013, many of us visited the British Museum. It is fabulous - no
other word will do: truly a magnificent treasure house. It is also full of tourists... on a rainy day it will be absolutely packed
with them. Now, there's nothing wrong with this: in fact I get a mental picture of the Museum's commercial director rubbing
his hands with glee, thinking of the "spend-per-head" that can be extracted from all these (mostly foreign) visitors. Public
museums in the UK run by the national or local government are of course free admission - this is something to be very proud
of. These institutions open their doors to educate and entertain us without it costing us a penny - but it does increase the
imperative for them to make money out of us in some other way... this IS the age of austerity, you know, and many famous
public institutions have suffered devastating cutbacks in their funding. So is a major museum like the British Museum there to
provide a handy refuge for foreign tourists at a loose end on a rainy day? Or is it maybe a vehicle for marketing some product
or other to the clamouring masses in its shop? This can be source of annoyance to us "proper" researchers who have to queue
and fight their way through the crowds to get to what they came to view (!) Crowding is also made far worse by a strange kind
of "celebrity culture" that takes over when a major exhibition is held at a museum - these are always highly over-subscribed,
impossible to get a ticket for and interfere with the normal running of the Museum: artists like Vermeer and recently Leonardo
da Vinci have had major exhibitions at the National Gallery: their superstar status causes this sort of effect.
I'm not complaining about this huge popularity of some major museums, much more concerning is the opposite which afflicts
many smaller museums outside of London and major tourist centres. There is a wonderful museum mainly of ceramics in
Hanley, Stoke-on-Trent. Free admission and containing truly great exhibits (even some Belleek!)... the worrying thing is that
when Bev and I visit it, we can often be the only ones in the whole ceramics department - no danger of crowds of tourists here.
The same applies in our nearest city of Derby where the Museum has a very good collection of locally made and beautiful
Derby porcelain - there are not usually huge numbers of visitors. Recently, much of the porcelain on show was removed to
make room for a café in an attempt to increase visitor numbers. Very strange this: visitor numbers increase because there is a
cafe and fewer exhibits - in the ultimate extreme, why not dispense with the exhibits entirely and just have another branch of
Starbucks there? Cynical maybe, but that's the way we often seem to be going.
Yet another problem is that the exhibits in the museum may be too valuable - in effect they become a liability to keep safe and
insure but a highly tempting and dangerous opportunity (in these straitened times) to make easy money by selling them off.
Northampton Borough Council sold a 4,000-year-old Egyptian Sekhemka limestone statue for £16million at auction to a
private collector. As a result Northampton Museum and Art Gallery lost its Arts Council accreditation. If I think about this I
get depressed and then I need a visit to one of the museums to become inspired again! Thank goodness we have the successes
of the recent months to savour - I'm certainly looking forward to visiting the Minton Archives and next month we will be
attending the NEXT celebration near Belleek, in Kilskeery, to honour the great artist of Belleek, Eugene Sheerin.
CM
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Belleek Pottery News
Richard Kennedy Degenhardt Awards 2015
The R.K. Degenhardt Awards were held recently at the York Street Campus of the University of Ulster. The
Degenhardt Foundation is funded by members of the Belleek Collectors International Society, members of each
chapter or group fundraise for the foundation every year. The Foundation is managed by Linda Beard and her
husband Larry who work in conjunction with the University of Ulster to select awardees each year from the
College of Art and design and the Faculty of Celtic Studies. Richard Kennedy Degenhardt founded the Belleek
Collectors Society in the 1970s after writing and publishing his definitive book on the history and products of
Belleek Pottery. The book is still considered to be the "Bible" for any aspiring collector of Belleek.
Here pictured are the
awardees for 2015 with
Linda Beard (second
from left), they are:
Michael Casey –
Celtic Studies,
Rosemary Purvis –
Ceramics,
Lisa Alan – Ceramics.

The Pottery wins recognition from
from Trip
Advisor
More good news: Belleek Pottery Visitor Centre has been awarded a
Certificate of Excellence from Trip Advisor. This is an important award
as Trip Advisor, the Internet-based reviewing service is highly
influential in guiding all of us who look up their review site to make our
choice of one attraction or another.
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158th Anniversary of the Foundation of the Pottery
A celebration was held at the Belleek Pottery Visitor Centre to
celebrate 158 years since the Pottery was founded. A cake
always seems the best way to celebrate a birthday!

The Summer Gathering
A "Gathering" was held at the Pottery on Wednesday
17th June and Thursday 18th June. Northern Ireland
and UK members attended - there was also a visitation
by Glennis and Tony Thompson from New Zealand,
who visited the Pottery just before the Gathering.

Glennis and Tony Thompson with Linda and Eddie
Murphy next to the International Centrepiece at the
Pottery Visitor Centre.
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Helen Rankin sent us the following report on the two day's events.
On a bright summer day our Belleek Collectors arrived to register for the event. Helen Rankin was able to
register the 21 delegates and hand out name badges and special “gift bags” containing a Belleek Pottery
ornament, a new Belleek pen, a selection of Belleek postcards and a voucher for 25% off any Belleek items in
the Visitor Centre plus a copy of the programme for the event.

From 11am
11.30 am

DAY1
WEDNESDAY 17TH JUNE 2015
Tea & coffee and freshly baked scones were available in the tearoom for everyone
Members were invited to take a special guided tour of the factory and then climb the famous
staircase up to the Collectors Room on the top floor. The Managing Director John Maguire was
waiting to welcome everyone on behalf of the Pottery, and to thank us for all the good work the
collectors do in promoting the Pottery.
Here the members had an opportunity to test their
skills and “Be Creative” to make, create and paint
items – soon there were shamrocks being painted
onto oblong dishes, several needed two attempts at
fettling beakers and patience was needed to produce
small flowers. Help was provided by Brendan
McCauley and his team of fellow professional
workers. Members reluctantly descended the steps
and left their wares to be finished off and fired.
Left: UK member Eileen Burgham is in the
foreground
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1pm

3.30pm

4.15pm

5.15pm
7.30pm

11am

12.30pm

3.15pm

6.30pm

7.30pm

Members walked from the Pottery up the Main Street to assemble at the “Black Cat Cove”
Public House. We were made very welcome by Bridie and enjoyed a variety of items from their
lunch menu. Our tour guides Teresa and Colleen gave us the choice of going out in the rain for a
walkabout or remain in the pub to listen to her father-in law renowned local historian Joe
O’Loughlin. We voted to stay and Joe gave us a superb history of the village and the local area,
despite interruptions.
Those members who wished, walked up the village with our guides to the Church of Ireland to
view the beautiful Belleek Potter’s inspired church window. Our knowledgeable guides pointed
out the graves dedicated to William Henshall and other related graves, as well as interesting
local features in the village.
Northern Ireland Belleek Collectors Group Annual General Meeting was held in the audio visual
room in the pottery. All attendees were invited to attend. 18 members present. The annual
reports were delivered and new office bearers elected
Meeting closed
As well as our event – the Pottery hosted 12 coach loads of visitors during the day!
Drinks Reception hosted by the NI Collectors Group held in the “Devenish Suite” at the
Killyhevlin Hotel Enniskillen. Members enjoyed an informal glass of wine and were joined by
Fergus Cleary who gave an excellent presentation about Belleek’s role in the “Irish Arts and
Crafts Movement”. Olga Clarke and Murray Robinson displayed some Belleek items for a
“Bring & Buy”. The chat continued.
DAY 2
THURSDAY 18TH JUNE 2015
Tea, coffee and scones were served in the tearoom for our members
There was a great deal of bargain hunting going on in the visitors centre and large green bags
being carried out to cars! It seemed that Christmas was coming early this year! Everyone made
the most of the generous reductions available for us.
The convoy of cars left Belleek to drive along to Lusty Beg Island. In a very stiff breeze we
boarded the ferry to cross over to the island through very choppy waves. We landed safely and
were welcomed into a very smart dining area for our lunch. After an excellent lunch we gathered
outside for photographs just as a bridal party arrived, driven in a cream coloured open top VW
Beetle –despite the windy conditions the bride looked beautiful. We crossed back on the ferry
but had some delay getting away due to a log jam of wedding guests and their vehicles getting
on and off the ferry.
Our convoy left Lusty Beg for the home of Olga Clarke at Glenross Lodge, Irvinestown. The
exact location took some time to find and involved driving into neighbouring farmer’s yards etc.
However, we were passed en route by Chairman Patricia who had assumed we were lost, but we
arrived safely at Olga’s home. She was the most generous and delightful hostess and opened up
her home for us to see some of her wonderful collection of Belleek wares. The views from the
front of her house looking up Lough Erne were just breathtakingly beautiful. It was a privilege
for us to see so many outstanding pieces of vintage/ antique Belleek wares.
Members met in the Killyhevlin lounge for an informal gathering and drinks to discuss the day’s
events and to express their opinions about our “Summer Gathering” – thankfully it was all very
positive. The NI Group has recruited 3 new members –Eileen & Bernard Burgham from the UK
Group and Winston Nicholson from Scotland – an added bonus for us!
The last remaining eight members dined together and were joined briefly by Chairman Patricia
who was looking very glamourous in a lovely sparkly dress and fabulous high heels, to attend on
behalf of the Pottery, the grand opening of the Killyhevlin’ s new facilities – we were able to
people watch as the great and the good arrived- local politicians to TV personalities and
announcers!
The only regret about the event was that our American visitors did not come and that more of
our own members were unable to attend – those that did had a great time!
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A few more pictures from the Gathering...
Right Trevor Rankin and Roy and Rose Hollihead
conversing with Brendan McCauley

Below: Eddie and Linda Murphy with Pat Tubb (all in the
background) with Paul Tubb engrossed, leaning over the
table - they are of course in the Collectors Room.

Above: Helen Rankin and Eileen O'Neill taking a
well-earned rest in the Collectors Room.

Left: Linda Murphy (in striped top) discussing a
fine point of decorating a piece. Linda knows these
details well as she is an expert decorator herself but
working in Stoke-on-Trent rather than Belleek.

Editor: As Helen notes in her report, the event went
off very well and the efforts of the Pottery were
much enjoyed and appreciated by all those who
attended. It is likely that many of the American
collectors did not attend because the Gathering had
originally been planned to be part of an ambitious
tour of Ireland. This unfortunately had been
cancelled because sufficient numbers did not sign
up for it and this factor may have deterred some of
the US collectors.
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Belleek Summer Sale

Those of you who want a bargain can take advantage of this offer that the Pottery currently has running - you
need to go to the Belleek Website www.belleek.com. The 20% reduction does not apply to items that are
already discounted.
There are many special and clearance offers available in traditional Belleek ware, Belleek Living, Galway
Crystal and Aynsley homeware.

An example of pieces that will
ony be available in 2015 is the
Orchard Annual Basket.
It is inspired by the orchard and
the natural stages of the apple
tree through the seasons.
Because it is (as we have
already seen) 158 years since
the founding of the Pottery in
1857, this is a limited edition of
158 pieces.
Dimensions 8.75"L x 8"W x 2"H
Price £160...
... but you can get the 20%
Summer Discount if purchased
on the website.
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News from the World of Ceramics

Details of a very good news story - very significant for all of us who love
love
ceramics!
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An Interesting Article on
Middleport Pottery (from the
Sunday Telegraph)
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Just to repeat what it says at the end of the article:

Middleport Pottery is in Port Street, Burslem, Stoke-onTrent ST6 3PE Tel: 01782 577866

web: www.burleigh.co.uk
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Group News
Commemoration of Eugene Sheerin's Centenary
Belleek Gathering at Kilskeery/Trillick,
Kilskeery/Trillick, Co.
Co. Tyrone,
Sunday August 9th 2015
First, more very good news, in response to our appeal, the funds to make the grave marker for
Eugene Sheerin have been successfully raised and the stone marker produced... and more good
news: such was the generosity, there was more money raised than originally needed... so extra
items for the commemoration have been made, such as the brochures and there is talk of
planting a commemorative tree there in the cemetery - watch this space!

Above the front of the brochure produced by the Trillick Arts and Cultural Society
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Above the reverse side of the brochure, showing the detailed programme of events and a summary of
Sheerin's life.

In the previous Newsletter, we asked everyone to send in pictures of Sheerin's work if you have
any. This appeal is still open, although time is now very short...
Please, can we ask that, if you have an example of Eugene’s work, you photograph it and let us have the picture
for the display? If you wish, the ownership will be recorded with details of the piece and the photograph
arranged with the display. If anyone is able and willing to lend a particular piece that would be wonderful, but
the risk is probably not worth the insurance premium required – unless, of course, you bring it with you and
look after it yourself throughout the day.
Editor: please send any pictures or anything else relating to Eugene Sheerin to me, editor@belleek.org.uk, or
call me on 01332 872615 to make arrangements- I can make large prints of any pictures you email to me and
make sure they get to the right people with the right information attached.

Special Basket
The Pottery has made a special basket to honour Eugene. A specially made plaque in the shape of an artist's
palette has been mounted onto the base. On this palette is written in gold "Eugene Sheerin 1915 - 2015" this
being the centenary of his death. The basket is illustrated on the next page: it will be raffled at the event on
Sunday.
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A Special Basket to be raffled at the
event
-see below for details.

If you would like raffle tickets, get
in touch with the event organisers by
email at: TACS14@outlook.com

Left: extracts from a letter by Paul Tubb
to the Editor.
Editor: People referred to in the letter:
Barney is Barney McAnespy the main
organiser of the event, our Simon
Whitlock will be giving his talk on Sheerin
at 3:30 on the Sunday and Rodney, as
many of you will know, is our dog!

It sounds like it will be a very
interesting and exciting event and it
would be lovely if John Maguire
and Angela Moore could
could attend.

From Jan Golaszewski
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Spring Meeting – Weekend
21st & 22nd March in London
- Host Joanna Urbanek
A cold but sunny weekend and lots arranged for us
Belleekers to do!

Saturday 21st
Visit to the Freemasons’ Hall
Freemasons’ Hall, Holborn, the headquarters of the United
Grand Lodge of England. This hall has been a Masonic
meeting place since 1775, but the current building, opened in
1933, has been preserved in classic art deco style and is
Grade II* listed.

Those of us who arrived early retired to
Philomena's Irish bar opposite the Hall for a
warming coffee.
Whilst waiting for our tour to start, time for a
chat...

Brian Russell and Simon
Whitlock
Joanna Urbanek and Paul
Ewings
Anne Ireland, Bev Marvell and
Joanna
Georgina and Julia Reece with
Jan Golaszewski
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Fabulous Art Deco ceilings, floors and light fittings...

Above: ‘Casket and the stained glass window above the
Memorial Shrine which remembers the 3,225 brethren who died
during active service in the First World War.’

Julia and
Georgina
Reece with
Jan Golaszewski
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‘Massive bronze doors to the Grand Temple, each leaf of
which is 12 feet high, 4 feet wide and weighs over a ton.
However, the doors and hinges are engineered so well that
they can be moved with one finger!’ (right)

‘The ceiling in the Grand Temple, an elaborate
mosaic of the “celestial sky,” a traditional motif
in Freemasons' Halls and obvious parallel to
Mormon Temples, whose entire purpose is to
prepare to meet God in the Celestial Kingdom.’
(left and above left)

Left: Inside The Grand Temple - Belleekers in
front of the Grand Master’s Chair

The “Most Worshipful”, the Grand Master, is
currently His Royal Highness, the Duke of
Kent.
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The Freemasons’ Hall Museum
All sorts of fascinating items relating to
freemasonry from the exquisite and priceless
to simple Goss crested ware!

Just look what we found in the
Freemasons’ Hall Museum!
Belleek!

Belleek bone china ‘Pattern X’ cup, first period.
This is in fact part of a Masonic service (breakfast?)
- some members might also own a piece.
Decorated with the Masonic and Military Order of
the Red Cross of Constantine (image left) and the
Jerusalem Cross (image right, also known as
Crusaders' cross)

Belleekers in the museum:

Chris Marvell, Julia Reece Jan Golaszewski, Bev
Marvell, Elaine Ewings, Georgina Reece, Simon
Whitlock, Diana Awdry, Anne and Richard Ireland and
Joanna Urbanek
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Saturday afternoon
- Group Meeting at
the Lamb
After the tour we headed to the
Empire Room of The Lamb in
Bloomsbury for lunch and our
Group meeting.
The usual apologies and greetings
were reported by our chairman
Joanna (Urbanek).

Belleek news:
The forthcoming Tour in Ireland
has been cancelled and is to be
replaced by a two-day BCIS event
at the Pottery, on Wednesday 17th
and Thursday 18th June. Patricia
(McCauley) wants to hear from
anyone who is going. (See News
from Belleek Pottery)

Sheerin’s Grave:
Since the October meeting,
initiatives have been made to fund
a marker for Eugene Sheerin's
grave. The event is planned for 9th
August (details in the March
Newsletter) and a summary was
given of how monies are being
raised. (See Group News)

Members' news:
Jan (Golaszewski) has become a grandfather for the
second time (birth in the Cayman Islands); similarly,
Diana (Awdry) is about to become a grandmother for
the second time; long standing members Gina (Kelland)
and Jackie (Howden) were delighted to join us;
Georgina (Reece) has been to Kenya and hopes to go to
Japan.

Forthcoming meetings:
For the AGM (weekend of 25/26th July) three speakers
are confirmed. In the autumn, Julia (Reece) hopes to
host a meeting on 25/26th October in the Winchester
area. At Christmas, possibilities include Newark on
December 3rd/4th, and there are antiques fairs at
Brooksby Hall on 5/6th and also at the Birmingham
NEC 3rd-6th. In the spring, there is the provisional offer of a meeting in Dorset.
Pictures: The Lamb, a traditional London pub; The Group in the Empire Room settling down for the
meeting. It was lovely to see Gina Kelland and Jackie Howden... it has been a wee while.
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Brian Russell gave us a talk
entitled
entitled 'Masonic Ligature of
the Three Degrees'.
The four principles that Masons live by are
Temperance, Prudence, Fortitude and
Justice. On 30 May 1868, Armstrong's diary
records the body for a masonic plate 'crown
over harp', which was reported in the
Impartial Reporter. Ederney Lodge 819 was
the first to receive these Belleek wares. The
design was registered on 13 April 1878.
Brian explained the symbols on the masonic plate, which included changes to his previous interpretation.
1st degree: 'The entered apprentice' – everything to the right of
the square and compass at the top of the plate. The compass has
both legs behind the square. Symbols: sun and moon and three
pillars; holy bible with Jacob's ladder; plum line and level and
seven stars; the handshake; the cable tow; the rough ashlars and
24-inch rule.
2nd degree: 'The fellow craft' – square and compass, with one
of the legs in front. Symbols: the Pyramids; the Parthenon;
setting sun and porch of temple; the blazing star; symbol of
deity and five stars of strength; harp represents music teaching
the art of concord; horn of plenty; let there be light (symbol of
knowledge); algebra shows that the mason can start to build;
smooth ashlar and square.
3rd degree: 'Master Mason' – both legs of compass are in front
of square. Symbols: five-pointed star is the symbol of Solomon;
the keystone; lintels; pillar; Pythagoras, the sum of squares (the 47th problem of Euclid); King Solomon's
temple (with chequerboard floor); acacia sprig and the grave; head of cherub (could be Hermes); three stars
symbolise beauty.
Brian showed a photo of Armstrong's grave (right). It has a broken
column, which is symbolic of a chief supporter of the masonic craft, thus
confirming that freemasonry was very important to Armstrong.
These revelations prompted a lively discussion. The Belleek flask has a
six-pointed star: the Star of David is two triangles. Georgina found a
Google image on her phone (!), which showed that the Belleek star is two
interleaved triangles.
Jan thanked Brian, on behalf
of us all, for carrying out this
research and for obtaining
some of the old masonic
plates.
Brian receiving a ‘thank
you’ gift for this talk from
Joanna
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Bring and Tell: Theme
– Masonic and Mystery Pieces
Simon said that today has been like an episode of
'Who Do You Think You Are?'. He's been
researching both sides of the family, and has found
that a great-grandfather served in the Coomassie
campaigns and a great-uncle in WW1. Simon
produced a photo showing people in a masonic hall,
including his father. Today he has learnt about what
his dad got up to in that room! He had joined the
masons when they moved to Cornwall, to meet new
people, eventually becoming the Worshipful
Master.
Jan showed us a small jug in F.P. & S.
'Coronet' ware. The coat of arms is
Chingford, where he bought it. It's a
mystery why the fairs have gone, but
he wondered what the jug is meant to
be. Is it a copy of something? Ed:
Anyone know?
Jan and his strange crested ‘jug’

Joanna had an American cup (Lenox)
with raised work and gilding. It has a
quotation from Hamlet. Perhaps the
gents depicted were actors of the day.
Why was this produced?
Joanna’s Lenox cup

Judges Diana (Awdry)
and Julia (Reece) left,
chose Simon as the
winner.

Simon receives his
prize from Joanna
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In other news, Georgina (Reece) (right) told us about what she's
been doing since she last saw us. She went to Kenya last summer, to
experience a project run by a pastor for children who live on a dump.
He gives them milk and bread and some lessons. All the children want
is love and fun, which Georgina helped with. She went for 4 weeks
through college, and they are hoping for sponsorship to build a school.
Joanna is getting emails about vases that people think are Belleek (but
aren't), so beware.
Brian (left) brought
artwork/documents that he
had on the Belleek
Registered Designs. He
handed them over to be kept
with the Group’s research
archive (This material is kept
currently at Bev and Chris
Marvell’s home if anyone
wants to access it).
Gina bought her ‘shards’ dug up from Belleek’s tip for members to
help themselves to a piece. These were immensely interesting and
provided much thought and fun. Remaining pieces were again taken
to Group’s research archive where there is now quite a collection of
such shards. Below we see Bev (Marvell) and Neville (Maguire)
enjoying a rummage through Gina’s shards!

Joanna received a gourmet Easter egg (as it was nearly Easter) in
thanks for her hard work in organising the weekend.

Saturday Evening:
Evening:

We had hoped to spend the evening at
The Porterhouse public house near Covent Garden BUT as rugby,
Scotland versus Ireland (Ireland won), was on the television it was
absolutely packed out! So we reconvened at a quiet little pub The
Ship and Shovell in Craven Passage where we found the perfect table
waiting for us upstairs to have a pint and a chat. Then a few of us
continued the fun by making our way to Soho's Chinatown for an
evening meal (very busy on a Saturday night).
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Sunday 22nd – Tour of Tate Britain
Britain
On Sunday, we met at Tate Britain, Millbank, for
a guided tour of ‘500 Years of British Art’.
Here we are ready for a good dose of culture.
Large bronze ‘Der
Trommler’ (the
drummer), by
Michael Sandle 1985
Group listening to
our tour guide
discussing this
‘Portrait of an
Unknown Lady’
(c.1565)

Sunday Lunch - Rex Whistler Restaurant

Lunch was at this very smart restaurant in Tate Britain, serving
excellent fare. A great finish to our weekend in London.
Above, Jan is ferreting in his bag - and pulls out a Belleek
saucer which Chris is admiring …then Jan pulls out a
matching bread plate, here being displayed by Richard
Ireland. Does Jan have the whole service in there??
Jan's pieces are part of the same Masonic service as the cup seen in the Freemasons’ Hall Museum, see
page 20. Many thanks Jan for bringing them for us to see.
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HIBERNIA AWAKENS IN 1872 !!
Del Domke
The complete text and footnotes for much of the following,
may be found at the Belleek Pottery Site :
http://www.belleekpottery.ie/getattachment/
Company-Info/Visitor-Centre/Museum/
Figure-of-Erne-Dublin-1872.pdf.aspx
Editor's note: those of you who know Del will be familiar with his exuberant style and idiosyncratic spelling
of certain words... Enjoy!

Opening of the Dublin Exhibition June 6, 1872

His Royal Highness the Duke of Edinburgh opened the Dublin Exhibition of 1872 amid
grand fanfare!!
Along with other Irish industries the fledgling Belleek Pottery exhibited in the Leinster Hall and
sent a large selection of products including a number of parian figurines, table centres and
comports. In the 1865 exhibition held in the same building, Belleek had sent a number of
apprentices to demonstrate their craft and displayed "Table and toilet ware in stone China, stone
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ware, mortars, and for chemical purposes; parian china: figures, statuettes, and earthenware"
Now seven years later in 1872, Belleek would unveil an impressive number of porcelain products and
demonstrate to all that Belleek had arrived on the world stage. One of the most imposing pieces
on display was the Figure of Erin, an allegorical piece also known as: "Hibernia awakens from her
slumbers".
The piece depicts a young maiden, "Erin or Hibernia" unveiling a vase with the script on its base
"Belleek Pottery". Thus Ireland was unveiling to the world the work of Belleek Pottery. It was
designed and sculpted by William Boyton Kirk.

OLD POTTERY PHOTOGRAPH - Hibernia Awakening from Her Slumbers from the Belleek Old
Pottery Photograph Album Courtesy Fergus Cleary, Head of Design, Belleek Pottery
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In the Belleek Old Photograph Album, which was compiled some time after 1881, the figure of
Erin is listed picture No 82 and described as "Hibernia awakens from her Slumbers". It is offered
in three decorative forms Statuary, Pearl & Lustre and Raphaelesque. The price increasing with
each decorative addition:
Statuary
35 shillings (presumably the cost to Belleek to make her), £2-12-6 (retail price ?)
Pearl Lustre 42 shillings .................................................. £3-5-0
Raphaelesque 52 shillings .................................................. no price given.
Belleek did not register this design, perhaps indicating that the design rights belonged to William
Boyton Kirk but another possible explaination may be due to it being of definite Irish interest,
they felt it would not be copied by other potteries. In the Belleek "Old Mould Archive" the Block
Mould of the Figure of Erin is numbered "133" and based on other evidence comparing mould
numbers with registry dates, it would indicate that the master moulds for this piece were made
sometime after 1869.

So why "Raphaelesque"?
This from the Free Wikipedia English Encyclopedia:
Raffaello Sanzio da Urbino (April 6 or March 28, 1483 to
April 6, 1520), better known simply as Raphael, was an
Italian painter and architect of the High Renaissance. His
work is admired for its clarity of form and ease of
composition and for its visual achievement of the Neoplatonic
ideal of human grandeur. Together with Michelangelo and
Leonardo da Vinci, he forms the traditional trinity of great
masters of that period.

Portrait of Raphael

Raphael's Madonna of the Pinks c.1506-7
(National Gallery, London)
Note the delicate somewhat subdued colour
palette.
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Raphael's style of painting and the colours he used
were much admired and copied. In Victorian times,
these became very popular again and many people and
companies re-introduced the style. In the ceramics
field, around 1860, the Worcester Royal Porcelain
Works under the proprietorship of William Henry
Kerr and the art direction of Richard William Binns
introduced both a Raphaelesque style of decoration
and a Raphaelesque colour palette to their new
production. It is highly probable that Armstrong's
association with Kerr at this time would have
influenced him to introduce this type of decoration
at Belleek also. In addition, Kerr paid for the
Belleek exhibit at the 1872 Dublin Exhibition - his
influence on Belleek at this time was very strong.
The Raphaelesque style was still fashionable in 1872
and Kerr may have advised Armstrong to adopt this
style for very sound marketing reasons.

Kerr and Binns Worcester Shell, Dolphin and
Trident Ornament in Raphaelesque Colours
c.1860.
Kerr and Binns Worcester Raphaelesque Joy
and Sorrow - yes, pretty much the same
models as the Belleek ones, but with
different hairstyles.
Raphael and this Victorian Raphaelesque style
was not popular with everyone... the PreRaphaelites rebelled against the art
establishment of the mid-nineteenth century,
taking inspiration from early Renaissance
painting. By the 1880s new forms of
decoration had become fashionable, such as
the Japanesque and Aesthetic styles. The
fairly short time span over which the
Victorian Raphaelesque style was popular
makes items with this decoration fairly
uncommon... and in the case of Belleek's
Raphaelesque Erin - amazingly rare!
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Figure of Erin with Raphaelesque decoration, 1st Mark !!
Previously, Courtesy of the Patricia Santry collection !!
Presently, SAFELY in my Museum !!
Note similar colours to the Kerr and Binns items but more delicate.
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WILLIAM BOYTON KIRK
KIRK, WILLIAM BOYTON, A.R.H.A. (b. 1824, d. 1900)
Sculptor
Second son of Thomas Kirk (q.v.), was born on the 29th May,
1824. As a boy he showed marked talent for sculpture, and his
father was desirous of placing him as an apprentice with
Chantrey who, however, refused, saying that he thought the
boy's father would be his best teacher. He was, sent to the
Dublin Society's School as a pupil in April, 1839, and also worked in
his father's studio in Jervis Street. In 1845 he entered Trinity
College, but left without taking his degree. He made his first appearance as an exhibitor in the
Royal Hibernian Academy in 1844. His "Iris Ascending," now at Marlborough House, was exhibited
in 1846 and was purchased for fifteen pounds by the Royal Irish Institution.
He had, however, little desire to continue in his profession as a sculptor, his one wish being to
become a clergyman, a wish ultimately fulfilled. But for some years he worked at his profession
and was made an Associate of the Royal Hibernian Academy on 16th February, 1850.
Besides groups and busts he did a large figure of "Justice" for the Courthouse in Belfast; he
designed the Shakespeare dessert service for the Worcester China works, which was shown in the
Dublin Exhibition in 1853, and also several figures: "Erin," 'Winter," "Summer," etc., for the
Belleek works.

He was an exhibitor in the Royal Academy from
1848 to 1857, and during most of that time was
resident in England, at the Royal Dublin Society
and exhibited at the Royal Academy 1848-57. He
worked for Kerr & Binns of Worcester between
1852 and 1860, designing and sculpting many wellknown pieces such as "Tragedy" and "Comedy".

Comedy and Tragedy, sculpted by Kirk for the Kerr
and Binns Worcester Shakespeare Service in
1853... Tragedy is the grumpy-looking one on the
right.
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MORE ON KIRK !!
It is likely that W. B. Kirk and Robert Armstrong knew each other from Armstrong's time as the
architect working at the rebuilding of parts of the Kerr & Binns Worcester pottery in the 1850s.
At the same time (1852-3) Kirk was designing and sculpting all the figures for the famous
Shakespeare Service, made to be exhibited at the 1853 Dublin Exhibition.
In 1860 William Boyton Kirk entered the ministry of the Church of England becoming a vicar of
Holy Trinity, Birkenhead and later of St. Peter's, Ashton-under-Lyne. As a clergyman he was
noted for his fiery sermons and strong Christian beliefs and attracted a very large congregation.
In the "Dictionary of Irish Artists 1913" his biography states that he sculpted several figures:
"Erin," "Winter," "Summer," etc., for the Belleek works. (The latter two are unknown in the
Belleek archive).
The biography further states that "After his ordination he
occasionally did some busts, including "Lord James Butler," "Dr.
Ellicot, Bishop of Gloucester"; "Dr. Ryle, Bishop of Liverpool,"
and a figure of "Jael," his last work exhibited in Dublin.

Lord James Butler, First period Belleek bust designed by Kirk.

He was author of "The Immaculate Conception; or the Martyrs of Santiago"; 'The Sailor's
Complaint"; 'The Martyrs of Antioch," and other poems, and of 'The Antiquities of Ashton-underLyne and Neighbourhood.
He married in 1853 Sarah Watson Mahony, daughter of Denis Fitzgerald Mahony, of Co. Limerick.
He remained a fellow of the Royal Hibernian Academy until he resigned his Associate-ship in 1873,
and on the 11th October of that year was made an Honorary Member.
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Erin's GORGEOUS Visage !!

Some mystery remains to whether the "Figure of Erin" made its first appearance at this Exhibition
or might if been developed by W. B. Kirk for Belleek and shown much earlier? Until we have some
definite evidence otherwise it is more than likely that it was designed and modelled especially for
the 1872 Dublin Exhibition.
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ERIN'S FUTURE !!
Erin is displayed, at the Belleek Pottery, in the cabinet representing product sent to the 1872
Dublin Exhibition. The actual "Figure of Erin" shown is stamped with a third period stamp dating
it to being made sometime between 1926 and 1946. This "Figure of Erin" was displayed for many
years in the old showroom situated between the Pottery and Belleek Main Street. The building was
demolished in 1966. The figurine has featured in the Pottery museum since it opened in 1990.

c.1932 Belleek Pottery Catalogue Opening Page !!
The figure of Erin features on the first page of the 1904 Belleek Catalogue and priced at 63
shillings wholesale and it remained in production right up until the outbreak of the Second World
War in 1939. It is not shown in the in the 1949 Catalogue although a small number were probably
made to order in the years immediately afterwards.
It is very interesting to look at the price that would have to be paid to get an Erin. Remember an
"ordinary" Erin (Pearl finish) was priced in the old Belleek Photograph Album at £2-12-6
(presumably the retail price)
Utlizing the conversion rates discouvered at the Site :
http://measuringworth.com/exchangeglobal/
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you'll discouver that your Figure of Erin would have set you back an excessive six Guineas (£6-60) or $22.08 (US$'s) with a purchase during our depression of 1932 !! NOTE : The British Pound
'maxed' out for a period of years in 1932, which is the year I'm utilizing for this price conversion
as the previous Price Page Reproduction is Copied from an Old Pottery Catalogue, which containsa
"Copy of a Talk on Belleek China" By Miss Eileen Phillips from B.B. Station, Belfast, June, 1931.

Erin's VERY Reasonable Cost !!

AMAZINGLY, again, utilizing the 'global exchange rate table', we'll discouver that you could have
purchased your own Figure of Erin for a mere $15.33 (US$'s approximately !!) if you visited the
Pottery during their 1904 season !!
In 2008 the piece was relaunched as part of the Archive Collection of that year with a limited
issue of twenty figurines each with a specially numbered trademark. This Figure of Erin is part of
an edition of twenty pieces only, afterwards the moulds were to be returned to the Belleek
Pottery archive.
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Eugene Sheerin and the Erne
Simon Whitlock

The Falls at Belleek - a beautiful painting dating to 1780-95, well before the building of the Pottery or the
destruction of the Falls by the Erne drainage scheme. Part of the old Caldwell house on Rose Isle is shown,
this fell into ruin and was finally removed when the Pottery was built..
Courtesy of the National Trust - the painting is at Florencecourt House.
Prior to 1880, the Erne was a gentle 60 mile waterway until reaching Belleek. From here, the river became a
series of waterfalls and swirling pools, as it fell 160 feet in height over four miles to The Atlantic Ocean. It is
this relatively short stretch that became ‘The Voice of the Erne’ which is documented in various newspaper
clippings and fishing publications of the day. All that changed though. Between 1880 and 1890, 200,000 tons
of rock were removed with a relatively new Victorian invention, dynamite. This new invention ensured that the
Erne was changed forever. Fifty years later, the ‘Voice of the Erne’ was silenced forever when 1600 acres
leading down to Ballyshannon was flooded on completion of the Hydro Dam at Kathleen Falls in 1954.
Eugene Sheerin is perhaps best known for his ‘Scenes of Ireland’ tea sets painted on Ring Handle Pattern tea
ware. Four sets are documented, two being well known to Belleek Collectors as the ‘Doctor Ternan’ and
‘Cardinal Farley’ sets. Two further sets are documented down through the years but whether they survive is
debatable as every effort to track these down has been unsuccessful to date. The sets were made for Mr Breslin
in the United States and the Rajah of Mysore.
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We are already aware that Eugene’s working time at Belleek was limited due to his inability to work during the
cold winter months at the pottery. Hence, his work is quite rare to find.
This article is based on the talk given at the October 2015 meeting in Cornwall and concentrates on a rather
special ‘Scenes on the River Erne’ Dessert service commissioned during the second period. These plates
capture the Erne’s course before it's character was irreversibly destroyed at Kathleen Falls near Ballyshannon,
where a new Hydro Electric Dam was built turning the River Erne into modern day ‘Assaroe Lake'.
Much has been written about the Erne, especially the excellent fishing possibilities. Quite a few of the images
on postcards that I have seen capture ‘The Voice of the Erne’ as it was described locally. Looking at these
postcards, you can almost hear the roar of the water as if you were drawn into the picture.
Belleek village and the River Erne were magnets for fishing and tourism on the lake and river. So good was the
fishing that 76 tons of salmon was reported as being caught in 1825. Over the years, the Eel Weirs were used to
catch Eels (as you might expect!), which became a local staple diet. The Erne’s history is easily divided into
pre- and post-dam periods. Within this is a subsection, pre-drainage and post-drainage. Before the large sluice
gates were built at Belleek, there were a series of waterfalls as the Erne started to descend down over the next 3
miles or so to Ballyshannon.

Postcard of Belleek Falls, before they were destroyed by dynamite for the Erne Drainage Scheme in the
1880s. This is looking upstream, so the Pottery is out of the picture on the left.
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The postcards above and below capture the ‘Voice’ as it moves past the pottery on course for Ballyshannon.
These views as mentioned earlier almost talk to you as the water roars through rapids to then enter a ‘pool’
before moving on to the next set of rapids where the Erne would pick up speed again en route for Corlea Eel
Fisheries.
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Above. Construction of the Sluice Gates in progress. The gates were needed to regulate flooding and the
general water levels of the Lough and also to provide a good head of power for the waterwheel at Belleek to
grind the raw materials needed. The sluice gates though were the scourge of the fishermen when the gates were
opened without warning suddenly turning the ‘Voice of the Erne’ into a roar!

The Throws of the Erne
Research brought me to this website http://www.vindicator.ca/requiem.html which does list the various
‘throws’, here follows a brief extract:
Each salmon beat on the Erne was named, and some of the names and the mystery of their creation fascinate
me. Starting down the river from Belleek there was the Great Pool of Belleek, the Rose Isle Throw, the Monk's
Ford and the Point of the Mullins. The next, named by some unknown and long-dead wit, was the Bank of
Ireland. Then came the Black Rock, the Sally Bush, Tail of the Island, Fox's Throw, Moss Row (Mois Ruadh),
the Earl's Throw--was this Red Hugh, Earl of Tirconaill?), the Captain's Throw, the Cursed Throw, Grass
Guard, Reader's Throw, the Housekeeper's Widow (who was the housekeeper and why the widow, with not a
house in sight?), Cos na Honna (easy from the Irish), Kathleen's Falls, the Eel Weir, Ballyshannon Bridge, and
the Great Pool of Ballyshannon. This list was published about 1850, but there were others not given--Kelly's
Bank, the Well Field, and the Tanyard.
Sheerin would generally work from engravings or photographs. The engravings were produced by W.H.
Bartlett who toured Ireland in mid Victorian times to capture the various views, scenes and castles before the
arrival of the camera. It is believed that some of the scenes on the Erne set were produced from a ‘photographic
expedition’ undertaken by W Green a photographer who captured so many views of Ireland over the early
1900’s. There is a comprehensive collection of his work held at the National Museum of Ireland. The more
popular views he photographed were often issued as postcards but we believe not necessarily taken by Mr
Green.
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So, let’s move to Eugene Sheerin and his ‘Views of the Erne’ set. Although they are not physical photographs,
they are painted in such detail that you feel drawn into his interpretation of these views. Today, it is hard to
locate some of the pool place names and views which have been lost under water since the building of the
Hydro electric Dam at Kathleen Falls. Only once in recent living memory has the lake been drained for
essential maintenance allowing the original course of the Erne to be visible once again.

Let’s now look at the set in greater detail.
Eugene's journey down the Erne starts with a few scenes further up river on the Lough. The view above is
‘Lower Lough Erne from Carrickreagh Viewpoint’. There are also views of Blarney Bog and the Lough from
Castle Hill. Moving directly to the Erne further down river from Belleek, these next scenes are so important for
they capture the lost character of the River as it winds tranquilly at this point before arriving at Corlea Eel
Fisheries. This next plate captures the locality known as ‘The Bank of Ireland’ which would probably be within
one mile of Belleek Village. A postcard is shown here to compare views.
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‘The Bank of Ireland’ which would probably be within one mile of Belleek Village.
The postcard and Eugene's painting.
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Almost in the same locality is this view, slightly down river and believed closer to the Eel Fisheries known as
the Black Rocks Throw (above).

1899 Ordance Survey of Ireland 1 inch to a mile map. This shows the course of the Erne around Belleek and
the location of some of the views: note "Cliff" downriver of Belleek.
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The next view is the Coole or Cool as both variations of spelling have been found. Again, this postcard view
captures ‘The Voice’ as it roars across the rocks here. Sheerin’s interpretation is signed in black to the left on
the stones of the river bank. The title is "The Cool Belleek"
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Nova Scotia above is believed also to be near to the Eel Fisheries looking back towards The Bank of Ireland in
the distance. Below, the Sally Bush.
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Our next plate (above) depicts the Cliff Eel Fisheries which has also been included on at least four other large
Greek or Pierced plates which quite likely form similar ‘scenes’ sets. Again, with previous buildings
mentioned on the Erne, The Eel Fisheries were demolished to make way for Lake Assaroe, formed by the
Kathleen's Falls Hydro Electric scheme.
The Kathleen's Falls
(sometimes called
Cathaleen Falls) HydroElectric dam and power
station near
Ballyshannon. The new
Lake Assaroe was
formed behind the dam
and extends several miles
up the Erne almost to
Belleek (see map at the
end of this article).
Cliff House (next page) was also lost to Lake Assaroe when the Hydro Electric scheme was completed. It is a
popular postcard view too. Described as ‘Belleek’ on the postcard, the house was believed to be nearer to
Ballyshannon though. Eugene’s version has given this view a more artistic feeling. Maybe a late Victorian
version of photoshop!! Cliff House had several residents including Thomas Conolly MP who also originally
owned all fishing rights on the Erne.
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Cliff House, now sadly lost to the hydro scheme: Eugene's painting and the postcard view.
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Moving further downstream, another building lost to make way for the lake was the Old Flax Mill. The Mill
was built around 1850 but was never a viable commercial enterprise and fell into ruin. This view shows the
total breakdown of part of the frontage. Like Cliff House, totally demolished, but likely the foundations will
still be visible underwater.

Sheerin’s version (entitled "Bromley's Hole") here uses the ruin as a part of the view rather than the main
subject matter.
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We now move to Ballyshannon Falls looking upstream to the road from Belleek. Further upstream on this view
upwards of the bridge is Kathleen’s Falls which has been featured on the ‘Cardinal Farley’ set but strangely, not
on this set.

Ballyshannon
Falls looking
upstream towards
the town;
Sheerin's picture
and a postcard by
W. Lawrence.
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Another view of
the falls at
Ballyshannon,
again looking
upstream
towards the
town.

The very last
plate depicts
Ballyshannon
Harbour which
is the ‘Erne’s
final destination
as it flows into
the sea.

These last three
views in
modern times
have not
changed that
much, just more
buildings and
trees have been
added to the
town over the
years.
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The Kathleen's Falls HydroHydro-Electric Dam project
It would be interesting to see how a modern day debate would have developed if the Erne project had not gone
ahead all those years ago. Today, so much more emphasis is placed on wild life habitat and other factors before
approval. Although 'The Voice' of the Erne was silenced by the dam, the project was so vital to the North West
of Ireland in the form of electricity not only for homes but for the business communities looking to make a
living in what were still difficult times in the 1950s. Two images I have found are quite interesting as some of
the original features of the River Erne were visible during vital repairs to the dam in 2008.

Corlea Bridge
is shown here,
the force of the
water has
reduced a good
section of
bridge to ‘ruin’

Knather to
Corlea road
uncovered once
more during
2008. Looking
at the trees, it is
likely that this
area of the lake
is perhaps only
covered by up
to three feet or
so.
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Assaroe Lake, the new body of water
formed behind the hydro-electric dam, as
it is today.

Finally, another casualty of the Erne Hydro project
was Camlin Castle - shown left.
This architectural gem built in the Gothic style was
demolished in 1942 for the Hydro scheme.

Incredibly, it has been reported that the castle would not have been underwater so was demolished
unneccessarily. The gatehouse (above right) still remains and has recently been put up for sale along with
some of the remaining land of the estate. Below is a map showing Camlin and the extent of Assaroe Lake.
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Belleek Pottery - the StartStart-up Years
- some thoughts from Brian Russell
It is quite some years ago that I composed an article on the design registration of Belleek products that the
factory had submitted to the Board of Trade for Patent office Registration. This article presents some more
ideas relating to this in the early years of the Pottery.
It is fair to say that Armstrong would first have acquired knowledge of
parian production during his time spent at Worcester and at other
potteries in Stoke-on-Trent. From his diaries, which are really
laboratory notebooks, we know that he was well versed in the recipes
for parian, bone china and different types of earthenware and stoneware
- over his years at Belleek, he basically taught himself to become a
skilled chemist. He also had most of the ingredients to produce parian
available around Belleek but he did not have the practical know-how
for ceramic production. What he needed at Belleek was the skilled
workforce to put his plans into operation: this he had obtained by 1863.
The title page of Armstrong's "diaries" dated 1860
The first design registration was on the 5th September 1868, about 5
years after the skilled craftsmen from Stoke had arrived. It took time
before the first design registration could take place: clearly the design
itself had to be produced but establishing the production process at
Belleek was also necessary. From W.H. Goss in Stoke, Armstrong had
William Bromley (Goss's Foreman) along with the designer and
modeller W.W. Gallimore and Mr Ferran the parian caster; Mr.
Bowler was head kilnsman and Sam Scarlet the head mould maker.
All of these men arrived in 1863.
Having produced my original article on the registered designs, I failed to
follow this up by having a closer look at the timings of the applications.
Would this show that Armstrong had indeed been mainly just
experimenting over these first years? ...and that therefore there were
delays or gaps in the timing of the registrations. Over the whole period
of Armstrong being proprietor of the Pottery it is clear that incessant
experimentation took place. Armstrong and his workers would have
experimented with different formula, setting up and devising new
equipment, sourcing other equipment and transporting it to Belleek and
training the staff in its use. The diaries show all this but not the reasons
for the delays and the timings of the registrations.
As an aside, from my background in the Post Office, I was interested in
the communications that would have taken place when a design was
registered. The despatch of documents to the Board of Trade at that
time would have been through the Post Office in Belleek with
despatches at 11.20 & 17.15; arrivals at 07.30 & 15.00 - a fantastically
good and frequent service! The mail was taken by train to Enniskillen
and thence to Dublin where it was resorted. It would then be sent via the
Irish Mail Ship from Kingstown or Dublin to Holyhead then on to its
final destination of the Patent Office in London.
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When we look at Belleek's registration of items; they fall in groups in periods within the year, the first items to
be registered were No 221217/18/19 on 5th Sept 1868 (originally meant for the 1st) - so why did it take those 5
years from 1863. My first thoughts on this are that it came down to training the personnel. Time was needed to
find local people to work under the supervision of the English craftsmen from Goss - these would need to be
trained. The Pottery concentrated on earthenware at first because of the lower skill level needed to produce it it was much less critical in production than parian, which (as we now say) was a whole new ball game!
Another reason why they took so long to produce parian items for registration was the time required to produce
models and moulds for each item, as head mould maker, Sam Scarlett would have been quite fastidious in
producing the moulds to a high standard. Because of Armstrong's meticulous nature, the detail that would have
gone into making the new models and moulds would have been exacting, probably with many prototypes
produced before a final version was deemed good enough.
In Armstrong's diaries he states on the 16th Jan 1864,"Parian trials from my small book page 199. Report on
trials from Brownfield" (William Brownfield was one of the big six Staffordshire pottery manufacturers in the
second half of the nineteenth century along with Davenport, Minton, Ridgway, Brown-Westhead and Moore,
and Wedgwood. The Brownfield pottery continued production in Cobridge until going into final voluntary
liquidation in 1900). Early in 1864, Armstrong was looking at trials on parian recipes.
It is fair to say that the pottery may have
successfully produced parian as early as
1864, well before any registration had
taken place. In the diaries, Armstrong had
remarked on March 22nd 1864 (left) that:
"For the coming exhibition in Dublin I
consider that the best compound (for
parian) will be found as follows...". He is
referring to a small exhibition in Dublin in
1864 rather than the International
Exhibition of 1865 at which Belleek
Pottery gained its first major recognition.
It is however not clear if Belleek actually managed to make any parian items at all to show at this 1864
Exhibition as this is not reported in the contemporary newspaper reports (they only mention earthenware items)
- remember that in his diary, Armstrong is talking about trials here rather that production items.
Looking through the dairies for reports as to when parian making and production proper was started, it is
difficult to come up with an exact date. The title page (shown on the previous page) should give us a clue as to
when he first started to experiment at least: this shows that he had in fact started three years before the people
from Stoke-on-Trent arrived. Again, looking at the diary entries for 3rd July 1866, two years before the first
registration, we see that he was then experimenting on Lithophanes (page 245) which of course are made in
parian.
When you go through the registrations of tea ware in detail, you
see only four actual tea sets are registered and only one of these is
named (Tridacna). The first one registered was the Artichoke tea
& breakfast service (22nd Oct 1868), followed by the Echinus
Service (20th Feb 1869), then comes Tridacna on the 9th Jan 1871,
last comes Thorn on 27th April 1878. No other tea set is registered
although the Chinese tea pot and urn are registered individually;
all the individual items from the Institute breakfast service are also
registered - named as a "marine subject".
Part of the design registration for Tridacna tea ware
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The diary page shown on the
left is interesting as it shows a
recipe for 'Parian Figure Body'
that comes from William
Bromley. This would
therefore either be Bromley's
own recipe or much more
likely one that was developed
for use at Goss, where
Bromley had been the
Foreman.
On this page, Armstrong
seems to be comparing
different recipes for making
parian figures. It is interesting
that there seems to be a date of
1880 on the page, which puts
this at a late stage of
Armstrong's tenure as Pottery
Manager. It is perhaps strange
that Armstrong should still be
experimenting on this as late
as 1880.
It might be that Armstrong is
merely reviewing previous
recipes at a later date and
comparing them to the recipes
used in 1880 but we don't
know for sure that this is the
case. Certainly, well before
1880, Belleek Pottery was
turning out magnificent parian
figures! This was shown by
the magnificent display for the
1872 Dublin Exhibition.

(Editor: judging by Del Domke's Erin, yes, this is definitely true)

To finish these thoughts, I have come to the conclusion that parian was made at the Pottery well before the first
design registration took place. Trials would probably have been done using moulds brought from other
factories or lent by friends such as Kerr at Worcester - there is evidence that this is also true of some production
items as Belleek made some pieces that are just about a carbon copy of those from other factories.

- Brian Russell
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Auction Report - some exceptional items of Belleek on eBay
shell dish on dolphin support
…Crisply moulded with great detail …first black mark …with Belleek Co
Fermanagh impressed …approx. 5"
Sold for: £138, EBay seller: ocedtraf,
ocedtraf, Period: First Black
SHELL VASE WITH CORAL & NAUTICAL
BASE
Wonderful decorative shell vase supported by
tentacles of coral … early glue repair with chipping to
top edge. 5 ends of the coral tentacles have chipped.
Sold for: US$180.27
EBay seller: libertyandvictoriauk
libertyandvictoriauk,
dvictoriauk, Period: First Black
Echinus Footed Bowl w/ Mermaid Pedestal
…Great condition, no damage; however, note minor
manufacturing flaws …does not have a lid
Sold for: US$246, EBay seller: catscatscats
Period: First Black
SEAHORSE SHELL VASE /
SWEETMEAT
..condition overall very good …two
paper thin fleabites on the inside rim
Sold for: US$300, EBay seller: iamnouveau
Period: Unknown
Shell Comport on Dolphins Base
…good condition, very minor nibbles to
base edge
Sold for: £149.99, EBay seller: dcooper4242
Period: First Black
Classical Form Vase
7" H. One crack in the neck …Chip in
one corner of the base and another corner
has a scrape.
Sold for: US$153.50, EBay seller: vtbarn
Period: First Black
Frog Vase
Excellent condition
Sold for: £258.03, EBay seller: kater5764
Period: Second Black
SMALL BELLEEK? LUSTRE
SHELL CADDY? SPOONS
NO MAKERS MARKS …1.75" LONG
…TINY RIM CHIP TO FRONT OF
ONE
Sold for: £69, EBay seller: blubberlover
Period: First Black?
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MENU HOLDER
…COUPLE OF VERY MINOR
FRITS ONLY
Sold for: £109.67
EBay seller: marjorie9979
Period: Second Black
PINK MARINE JUG
…spectacular and very hard to
find …7 3/4" tall …excellent
condition
Sold for: US$472, EBay seller: antiqbrokr
Period: Second Black
Bowl - Reticulated Applied
Florals
…beautifully delicate piece
…Rococco style shell bowl …very
good condition …very small chip on
foot
Sold for: US$150, EBay seller: dantage1
Period: Second Black
Nautilus Jug
…lovely little highly detailed piece …pink coral effect handle …very small
crack/hairline base
Sold for: £160
EBay seller: daveg2507
Period: First Black
SHELL-SHAPED CREAM & SUGAR
…pearly off-white with bright pink highlights …is
a small approximate 1/4” separation on one of the
ruffles on the back of the sugar bowl.
Sold for: US$420
EBay seller: ptowner
Period: First Black
Cherub Font
"1932 Eucharistic Congress"
(Dublin) marking on the front
… glazed wings and bowl,
while the cherub's head and the
back side were left bisque.
Measures 8&1/8" …Condition
is excellent
Sold for: US$150
EBay seller: bmkantiques
Period: Third Black
Lg Kneeling ANGEL Water FONT
…9 3/4" high …excellent condition
Sold for: US$122.07, EBay seller:
seller: teedeeperry,
teedeeperry, Period: Second Green
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Daffodil First Period Plate Earthenware
Nice clean overall condition, just some crazing …one really minor
light nick on the rim. …9.5”
Sold for:
for: £69, EBay seller: victormeldrew,
victormeldrew, Period: First Black
EARTHENWARE
VEGETABLE SIDE
PLATE FAMILY
CREST VANUS NISI
VERU
PLUS IMPRESSED
HARP. 21 CMS WIDE,
SOME LIGHT ALL OVER AGE CRAZING AND LIGHT
STAINING, SMALL 2 CMS RIM HAIRLINE.
Sold for: £18, EBay seller: bramblesauction,
bramblesauction, Period: First Black
ULSTER PATTERN OVAL SERVING PLATE
35 CMS ACROSS. VERY GOOD USED CONDITION, A FEW
LITTLE MARKS ON THE SURFACE …SOME LIGHT ALL
OVER AGE CRAZING.
Sold for: £24.99, EBay seller: bramblesauction,
bramblesauction, Period: First Black
Basket & fruit Jelly
Mould
No chips or repairs but
the mould has been used
…some minor cracks
Sold for: £68 (Buy it Now) , EBay seller:
ma157,
ma157, Period: Second Black
PILGRIM FLASK WITH STAR of
DAVID
…with other decoration of flowers,
leaves, thistles, shamrock & other. Gilt
under rim with the original inserted
cork & metallic lid with engraved
monogram to the top with a crown
…overall condition is excellent and is
subject to minor chipping to the rim
Sold for: US$327
EBay seller: libertyandvictoriauk
Period: First Black
Rare Belleek Tea Pot with Lily of
The Valley [Bone China]
…with an ornate handle, extensive
gilded decoration to the lid, rim,
handle and spout ... very good original
condition with no repairs or
restorations
Sold for: £955, tray £620, cream £410
EBay seller: by_appointment
by_appointment
Period: First Black (in red)
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Tea Set
Outstanding collector item: tea
pot, sugar bowl, creamer pitcher,
5 cups/saucers and platter. No
chips or cracks, perfect
condition. Pink fan pattern/floral
with gold trim.
Sold for: US$7978
EBay seller: barsee74hl
Period: Second Black

Gold Basketweave Cup [No.2]
…very good condition, not a chip or
crack
Sold for: US$130.49, EBay seller:
tophill100plus,
tophill100plus, Period: First Black
SHAMROCK Cup & Saucer [No.6]
…very good condition - no chips or
cracks
Sold for: US$78.69 , EBay seller: fairfiel
fairfield99
airfield99
Period: Second Black
Thorn Jug Impressed Belleek
[No.12]
…pink painted with gold and silver
flowers and buds …excellent condition
Sold for: £175, EBay seller: tim5207
Period: First
First Black
Tridacna - Pink Teapot
…Monogram H and E pink …Good
condition …Spout to handle 9"
Sold for: US$202.50
EBay seller: veronica133334
Period: First Black
Embossed Thorn pattern duo [No.8]

“Perfect Condition”
Sold for: £106.01, EBay seller:
chocolatebrown0,
chocolatebrown0, Period: First Black
Grass Teapot
The only chip is on the bird spout, small in size …Normal gilding wear.
Sold for: US$181.38, EBay seller: hessfineauctions,
hessfineauctions, Period: First Black
Cup w/ Cherry Blossom Decoration [No.9]
...good condition with no chips or cracks ...some minor gold wear
Sold for: US$233.49, EBay seller: saphiremtn,
saphiremtn, Period: First Black
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Large HEXAGON
Tray - 17"
very good condition looks like has never
been used ..has a pink
edge.
Sold for: US$454.94
EBay seller: fairfield99
Period: Second Black
Serving Platter Shell Design [Victoria]
…scalloped edge with a gold rim. Condition is very good
Sold for:
for: US$898.88, EBay seller: jerseyjunque,
jerseyjunque, Period: Second Black
Cup and Saucer [Artichoke]
…has a Registration Mark. Despite being
125 to 152 years old, both pieces have
"aged" extremely well and are in perfect
condition.
Sold for: US$125
EBay seller: tlistertlister-2012
Period: First Black
THISTLE PATTERN SIDE PLATE WITH PINK TRIM
17 CMS ACROSS, VERY GOOD CONDITION
Sold for: £17.33, EBay seller: bramblesauction,
bramblesauction, Period:
Period: Second Black
SHELL TEA WARE FOOTED CUP & SAUCER
…with scallop shells & coral…light hand tinted yellow highlights …
excellent condition
Sold for: US$93.75, EBay seller: i4glass2,
i4glass2, Period: Second Black
Sugar & Creamer with
Pink Trim [Cone]
…So Sweet! [no condition report]
Sold for: US$135.50, EBay seller: capeann
Period: Second Black (Robinson & Cleaver)

High Lily Cup and Tray Saucer
…Some odd frit/soot marks in glaze. No damage, very good
for age no losses/chips/cracks
Sold for: £138
EBay seller: victormeldrew
Period: Second Black
Scroll Sugar Bowl
… some soot/grit in glaze which is not uncommon for early Belleek. small
flat rim chip in one area on rim
Sold for: £65.55, EBay seller: victormeldrew,
victormeldrew, Period: Second Black
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Celtic Bowl Orange Gold
…4" in diameter … has three feet formed by three Celtic knots. Colors
are orange and tan with gilding …condition is good …no chips or
cracks …interior has slight wear to the iridescence.
Sold for: US$152.99, EBay seller: lambslettuceantiques,
lambslettuceantiques, Period: Third Black
Footed Teacup &
Saucer
With Green Design
…Needs Cleaning
Sold
Sold for: US$668
EBay seller: capeann
Period: Third Black (Feeney)
Hand Painted Celtic
Small Vases
…A BIT SMALL FOR
VASES BUT I DON'T
KNOW WHAT ELSE
THEY MAY BE
[no condition report]
Sold for: CAN$200.49
EBay seller: auctionauction-victoria
Period: Third Black
hand painted bowl flared
…fairly unusual, flared dish with
the kind of hand painting you find on Limoges or German china. Depicts a
coastal scene with two people on an
overhanging bridge. 10" diameter …3 nicks
and chips. Signature looks like "Garrick-aRede" [Carrick-a-Rede, Rope Bridge]
Sold for: US$227.50,EBay seller: tam1956
Period: Second Black
Pottery Illustrated catalog 1928
…cover is torn …approx. 60 pages and
illustrates 547 individual pieces of Belleek
Sold for: US$78.98, EBay seller: tennkid
Period: 1928
SAUCER AND PLATE FLOWERS
…GOOD CONDITION
Sold for: £63.98, EBay seller: Woodysmate
Period: Third Black
LIMPET HAND PAINTED SAUCER
…SMALL TIGHT HAIRLINE
Sold for: £19.50, EBay seller: bramblesauction,
bramblesauction,
Period: Third Black
Crested ware. Larne Co Antrim
…2” tall …excellent undamaged condition
Sold for: £130, EBay seller: whiteharbour,
whiteharbour, Period: Second Black
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And Finally...
The Belleek Flask and the Star of David
After our visit to the Freemasons’ Hall and Brian Russell’s talk on Masonic
symbology during our Spring meeting in London, we started to think about the
enigmatic symbol that appears on one of the most mysterious objects Belleek made.
This is the Star of David and it appears on the Belleek ‘flask’. The
flask is a simple enough piece. It is much sought after by us
collectors, especially when it has been beautifully decorated in colours
or has the Belleek logo prominently displayed on the front of it (Yes,
on the front). It is a lovely item, but has caused controversy as there
have been many theories put forward as to what it was actually for!
Right:
Detail of the
Belleek
Flask,
showing the
Star of
David
Left: From the Freemasons’ Hall, a Minton Jug.
The Star of David consists of 2 interlocking
equilateral triangles (there does not appear to be any
consistency as to which way round they interlock!).
Looking at prominent decoration in the Freemasons’
Hall and objects in their museum, this is an important
symbol of freemasonry. But it is also an important
symbol used by the Jewish faith.
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Above, fabulous decoration in the Freemasons' Hall - left: George and the Dragon with a Royal Coat of
Arms and right: Greek key and arrows... but both designs feature the Star of David!
As we have said, the centre of the flask often has a large first period Belleek logo, but this is not always the
case - it can be found with a hand-painted scene, flowers, a monogram or text.

So the Belleek flask - is it Masonic or is it Jewish? And what was it used for?
Several theories have been aired...
•

Sothebys notioned that it was ‘probably used for circumcision’ and this idea seems to have spread! If it
was, it would have been a circumcisional flask and so part of a ritual set of instruments, normally silver
and smaller. These flasks were used for disinfectant/ styptic powder and often with a Hebrew inscription
giving the name of the owner.

•

Another idea I came accross: A souvenir flask for bringing back water from the Holy Land.

•

Richard Degenhardt proposed that it was possibly made by Belleek for a Jewish organisation to raise
funds to build a synagogue.

•

Marion Langham thought most
likely there was a Masonic
connection.

•

Jean Weleck had a flask in her
collection with “Good Health” on
one side and “Good Luck” on the
other (for some reason she thought it
might be for a child). She said a
Jewish friend had wanted her to sell
it to them because of the Star of
David! The "Good Health"
exhortation might make you think
there was some connection with an
alcoholic beverage.

Now, the flask has other moulded
decoration. Emblems of the Union; for
England (rose), Ireland (shamrock) and
Scotland (thistle) and a wreath of grape
vines around the neck. So it is an object
depicting National unity/’family’ and there's
that association with alcohol again? A hip
flask perhaps? It is about the right size at 6”
although you might think it a bit delicate to
slip into your hip pocket... hip flasks are
usually made of metal, but there are
examples in glass and ceramics. So, on
balance, I think it is likely to be a Masonic
hip flask, possibly to be given as a gift to a
fellow Mason. Remember that Robert
Armstrong was an avid Freemason and
frequently gave the Masons his close
support.
Also, these flasks are not that rare... there
were probably more Masonic clients than
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Jewish in Ireland!
[Ed: Any ideas? Please get in touch with me on editor@belleek.org.uk with your thoughts]
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